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ABSTRACT 

MODXX is a computer program for groundwater flow modeling, based on 
the U. S. Geological Survey standard, MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 
1988). All capabilities of MODFLOW are preserved, and existing MODFLOW 
simulations will run as MODXX simulations. In addition, MODXX offers an 
assortment of new options and features for advanced users. MODXX also 
provides a more flexible modular platform to programmers by permitting the 
formulation of a wider variety of problems and the use of wider variety of solution 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW AND THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

MODXX is a computer program for groundwater flow modeling, based on 

the U. S. Geological Survey standard, MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 

1988). All capabilities of MODFLOW are preserved, and existing MODFLOW 

simulations will run as MODXX simulations. In addition, MODXX offers an 

assortment of new options and features for advanced users. MODXX also 

provides a more flexible modular platform to programmers by permitting the 

formulation of a wider variety of problems and the use of wider variety of solution 

techniques. 

1.1.1 MODFLOW 

MODFLOW is a widely used standard for groundwater flow modeling. A 

very large number of MOD FLOW applications have been published, describing 

a wide variety of groundwater flow problems. MOD FLOW has been widely used 

and tested and is accepted by courts as an accurate and defensible groundwater 

flow model. Many programmers have contributed to MODFLOW, and the style 

of FORTRAN coding used has become a common language among researchers. 

MOD FLOW was designed to be, and has become, a generic modular platform 

for groundwater flow modeling. 

1.1.2 MODXX 

MODXX preserves and builds on the modular system established by 

MODFLOW, using the same programming style and much of the same source 

code. MODXX will be immediately familiar to MODFLOW users and to 
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MOD FLOW programmers. MODXX incorporates the large body of software and 

applications written for the modular system, while creating new possibilities for 

its expansion. MODXX is intended to allow the modular system to cover more 

aspects of hydrologic modeling. MODXX is suitable as a research tool for 

programmers, and as a groundwater flow modeling program for applications. 

This document introduces MODXX by establishing its purpose and the 

techniques and theoretical principles upon which it is constructed. Background 

information on MOD FLOW will be discussed to frame the program modifications 

made to produce MODXX. A MODXX/MODFLOW users guide is then 

presented, along with example problems. 

1.2 MODFLOW 

MOD FLOW has become the industry standard of groundwater flow 

modeling. There is a rich and varied body of published MODFLOW applications. 

The software has been tested extensively and is accepted within the legal arena 

as an accurate and defensible groundwater flow model. A large number of 

programming additions have been published. Comparison with MODFLOW 

results is an accepted method of evaluating and testing groundwater flow codes. 

Following is a discussion of the original MOD FLOW code and the additions and 

improvements which have been made to it. 

1.2.1 The Original Code 

MOD FLOW was constructed as a modular system, composed of semi

independent modules called packages. The system is designed to allow easy 

and standardized addition of new packages. A groundwater flow simulation is 
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constructed by deciding which packages are needed and building the 

appropriate input files. There are four major parts to the code: 

1.2.1.1 Core program 

The core program originally consisted of the following modules: 

Main program: The main program contains the various loops for time 

stepping, reading of input data, and the iterative formation and solution of 

equations. All packages are invoked from the main program. 

BAS, the basic package, specifies grid dimensions, time stepping and the 

selection of packages to be invoked by a particular simulation. 

UTL, the utilities package, performs tasks such as reading and writing 

data arrays. 

OC, the output control package, controls the type, form and location of 

model output. 

1.2.1.2 Main Flow Package: BCF 

The function of the main flow package is to characterize a flow system by 

reading aquifer parameters, formulating a discrete grid, and forming a matrix 

equation for groundwater flow. The BCF package employs a finite difference 

technique to formulate the groundwater flow equation. 

1.2.1.3 Supplementary Flow Packages 

Supplementary flow packages add various kinds of boundary conditions 

to a groundwater flow simulation, combining constant head (Dirichlet) 

boundaries, constant flow (Neumann) boundaries and head-dependent (mixed) 

boundaries. The original set of supplementary flow packages includes the 

following: 

WEL -the well package. 
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GHB - The general head-dependent boundary package. 
DRN - The drain package. 
RIV --The river package. 
RCH -- The areal recharge package. 
EVT -- The evapotranspiration package. 

1.2.1.4 Solver Packages 

Solver packages in MODFLOW implicitly formulate and solve the finite 

difference matrix equation generated by BCF. Each solver package is named 

according to the method it employs to solve the matrix equation. The original set 

of solver packages was 

SIP --The Strongly Implicit Procedure package. 
SOR -- The Slice Successive Overrelaxation package. 

1.2.2 Today's MODFLOW 

An evaluation of the success of the modular system may be made by 

examining the additions and improvements made to it, as follows: 

1.2.2.1 utility modules 

Some sub modules of the utility package have been upgraded or replaced 

in software distributed by S. S. Papadopulos & Associates Inc., including simpler 

and more powerful 1 d and 2d array reading utilities. 

1.2.2.2 output control packages 

A little-developed aspect of the modular system is output control. The 

original output control package, OC, allows the user to specify printouts of 

volumetric budgets and numerous head and flow terms. Output may also be 

saved on disk in unformatted files. 
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At least one improved OC has been implemented (Chapter 2). This OC 

allows output of specified nodal hydrographs, and creation of a spreadsheet

compatible file containing volumetric budget information. 

An example of a new output control package has also been added to the 

modular system. The LKMT output control package, produced by S. S. 

Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. was built to interface with the company's solute 

transport program, MT3D. 

1.2.2.3 Main Flow Packages 

There has been limited addition of main flow packages. At least one 

improved BCF package has been written, the BCF2 (McDonald and others, 

1991) package. BCF2 allows dewatered cells to rewet, using additional input 

variables. Any new main flow package written for MODFLOW has to preserve 

the same band structure used in the BCF matrix equation. 

1.2.2.4 Supplementary Flow Packages 

The most successful aspect of the modular system has been addition to 

the collection of supplementary flow packages. These supplements include: 

CHD -- (Leake and Prudic, 1988) -- Specifies constant head boundaries. 
IBS -- (Leake and Prudic, 1988) --Simulates interbed storage and 

aquifer compaction. 
RIV2 --(Miller, 1988) --Advanced river package. 
RIVINT --(Schenk and Poeter, 1990) --Advanced river package. 
STR -- (Prudic, 1989) --Advanced river package. 

1.2.2.5 Solver Packages 

At least one solver package has been added to the original program. 

This is the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient package, PCG (Hill, 1990). New 

solvers must be written for the band storage structure used by MODFLOW. 
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1.2.3 Other Programs 

The modular system has spawned many computer programs that are 

separate from MOD FLOW but related to it. These programs extend the scope of 

the modular system, though the adaptability and modularity of extensions varies 

widely. MOD FLOW-related programs fall into the broad categories of peripheral 

programs and integrated programs. 

1.2.3.1 peripheral programs 

These are programs that work in tandem with a MOD FLOW simulation. 

Peripheral programs include software for solute transport, postprocessing and 

preprocessing, as well as spreadsheet-, database- or GIS-based tools and 

interfaces. 

a - solute transport programs: Programs include the particle 

tracking program PATH30 (Zheng, 1989) and the advection-dispersion program 

MT30 (Zheng, 1989), both distributed by S. S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. 

PATH30 works with MODFLOW input and output files. MT30 works with 

MODFLOW output files generated by the output control package LKMT. These 

programs are written in FORTRAN, in the same style and with the same modular 

structure as MODFLOW and MODXX. 

b- postprocessors convert data from and results of MOD FLOW 

simulations into more useable forms. Numerous postprocessors have been 

developed by U.S.G.S. and by private firms and individuals. An example of 

postprocessing software is MODAFT (Appendix C), developed with the support 

of Leggette, Brashears and Graham, Inc., Balleau Ground-water, Inc. and Errol 

L. Montgomery & Associates, Inc. MODAFT retrieves arbitrary subsets of 

MOD FLOW input and output data and puts them into a variety of forms. 
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c- Preprocessors perform modifications to the input files of a 

MOD FLOW simulation such as adding or deleting rows, columns and layers to 

or from a grid, or changing aquifer parameters in subsets of a grid. 

Preprocessors may also assist users in constructing input files for a simulation. 

d - spreadsheet/database/GIS software has proven to be crucial 

to serious modeling efforts. Large numbers of tools, templates, macros, 

interfaces, etc. have been designed and implemented. This type of software is 

more powerful and flexible, as well as easier to design, than traditional 

programming language-based tools. Many preprocessing, postprocessing, 

graphics production, organization and data analysis tasks are best done using 

spreadsheet, database and Geographical Information System platforms. The 

flexibility of these platforms make them adaptable to changes in the modular 

system. 

1.2.3.2 integrated programs 

These are programs that incorporate a version of MOD FLOW, or its main 

components, into a larger system. Three examples follow: 

a - Modelcad (Geraghty & Miller, Inc, 1989), combines 

preprocessing, groundwater flow simulation and postprocessing into one 

command shell. Modelcad is tailored to a finite difference grid and to 

MOD FLOW, but can function with other programs. 

b - Graphic Groundwater (Micro-innovations, Inc., 1993) is 

broadly similar in purpose to Modelcad, but runs in a graphical user interface, or 

windows, environment. It incorporates an older version of MOD FLOW. 

c - MODFLOWP (Hill, 1990) incorporates the components of 

MOD FLOW into a groundwater flow, parameter estimation/sensitivity modeling 

program. 
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1.3 MODXX 

The original modular system as outlined above has been developed 

extensively, currently consisting of the original MOD FLOW, the additional 

packages, and related programs. The modular system composes such a large 

body of work that it would not be practical to abandon it. MOD XX attempts to 

add capabilities to the modular system, while preserving its continuity. 

1.3.1 matrix storage 

The primary change made by MODXX to the modular system is in the 

storage and solution of matrix equations. MODFLOW allows storage only of 

matrices with a particular band structure, generated by the BCF (Block-Centered 

Flow) finite difference package. Storage and solution of matrix equations in 

MODXX is based on a row-wise indexed symmetric sparse storage (Kincaid and 

others, 1992), a general system allowing storage of any symmetric matrix. 

General storage allows implementation of packages that formulate 

matrices with forms other than that used by BCF, such as the NCF (Node

Centered Flow) finite element package, described below. Both BCF and NCF 

are implemented in MODXX. General storage would potentially allow the 

implementation of existing groundwater flow codes into MODXX, allowing wider 

use and comparison of programs through a common platform. 

General storage also allows the addition of variables, or nodes, to a 

matrix equation formed by a package such as BCF or NCF. This technique is 

useful for linearizing highly nonlinear problems, for coupling processes such as 

surface water flow with a groundwater flow model, and for modeling a dual 

continuum system. The node addition technique has been implemented in a 
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wellbore package, WBO, and a lake package, LAK2, both described below, and 

is planned in a new river/stream package. 

1.3.2 features of MODXX 

1.3.2.1 packages 
An up-to-date set of MODFLOW packages is implemented for MODXX, as 

well as several new packages. The complete list of packages follows: 

main flow packages 
Block centered flow package, BCF 
Node centered flow package, NCF 

supplementary flow packages 
Well package, WEL 
Drain package, DRN 
General head boundary package, GHB 
River package, RIV 
Evapotranspiration package, EVT 
River2: advanced river package, RV2 (Miller, 1988) 
Stream: advanced river package, STR (Prudic, 1989) 
Recharge package, RCH 
Constant head package, CHD (Leake and Prudic, 1988) 
Wellbore package, WBO 
Lake package, LAK2 (from Cheng and Anderson, 1993) 

solver package 

matrix solvers, SOL, from ITPACK 2C (Kincaid and others, 1992) 

Any MODFLOW package not presently listed can be easily implemented 
for MODXX, with minor modifications. 

1.3.2.2 finite element package 

The Node Centered Flow (NCF) package is introduced as an alternative 

to BCF. NCF employs a finite element representation of horizontal flow, and 

uses a finite difference representation of vertical flow. NCF allows free location 

of nodes, useful for more accurate representation, with fewer nodes, of features 

such as meandering streams and faults. NCF allows representation of complex 
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horizontal conductivity/transmissivity tensors, with variable horizontal anisotropy 

and variable orientation of the principal horizontal tensor. NCF uses the same 

input style as BCF, and will be immediately familiar to MODFLOW users. 

1.3.2.3 node/cell rewetting 

A simple mechanism is introduced to rewet dry cells/nodes, and is 

available in both the BCF and NCF main flow packages. When the rewet option 

is invoked, all dry cells/nodes are rewet at the beginning of each time step, with 

a negligible saturated thickness, and allowed to either resaturate or "go dry" 

again. Preliminary testing indicates satisfactory results using this method. 

1.3.2.4 implicit/explicit formulation 

MODXX packages permit implicit, mixed, or explicit formulation of 

groundwater flow equations. 

1.3.2.5 wellbore package 

The wellbore package, WBO, is a general well package for MODXX. It 

allows simulation of wells that penetrate multiple layers, simulation of well 

efficiency, well loss and wellbore storage effects, and simulation of declining 

pumping rates in a dewatering aquifer. Flow rate from each layer to a well bore 

is determined by hydraulic head in the aquifer, water level in the wellbore, 

hydraulic conductivity, saturated thickness, and well efficiency. Water level in a 

well bore is computed based on pumping rate, flow to or from the aquifer, and 

wellbore radius. WBO may simulate a wellbore as a constant drawdown well, a 

constant flow well, or a convertible type with a user-specified pump elevation. 

Used with BCF in a radial flow format (discussed in BCF documentation), WBO 

allows flexible computation of well hydraulics solutions and simulation of 

pumping tests. WBO can optionally add wellbore nodes to a matrix equation 
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formulated by BCF or NCF, enabling easier and faster convergence of difficult 

problems. 

1.3.2.6 Lake package 

The lake package, LAK2, is based on LAK1 (Cheng and Anderson, 1993). 

LAK2 simulates precipitation, evaporation, and groundwater flow to and from 

lakes. LAK2 allows optional addition of lake nodes to a matrix equation, 

facilitating convergence of difficult problems. 

1.3.2. 7 Solver package 

The matrix solving package currently used by MODXX is SOL, an 

implementation of the ITPACK 2C software (Kincaid and others, 1992). SOL 

features seven powerful solvers, a wide range of adjustable solver parameters, 

adaptive solver capability, and extensive output and analysis utilities. SOL may 

be customized to solve special problems, and can optionally generate several 

levels of output information during testing and revision of new packages. 

1.3.2.8 utilities, output control 

Several new peripheral features are implemented in MODXX. Array 

readers in the style of S. S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. software are 

included, allowing a greater variety of input formats. A file opening utility runs 

MODXX from a single master input file, reducing errors, confusion, and typing. 

A utility subroutine that inserts nodes into a matrix equation is provided for 

programmers who wish to utilize the node addition feature described above. An 

enhanced output control package allows output of hydrographs and observation 

of individual nodes, as well as creation of spreadsheet-compatible files 

containing volumetric budget information. 
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1.4 CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

The following section summarizes the conceptual model employed, for 

this work, in numerical modeling of groundwater flow 

1.4.1 The Groundwater Flow Domain 

The flow domain, denoted by R, may be an aquifer or connected group of 

aquifers, or any connected region of porous medium. Denote the boundary of R 

by aR. aR may be composed of several types of aquifer boundaries, including 

external and internal boundaries. External boundaries consist of the top, bottom 

and sides of an aquifer, and may include neighboring aquifers, impermeable 

material, areal recharge or evapotranspiration areas, and water tables. Internal 

boundaries include features such as streams and wells. All water entering or 

exiting the flow domain does so through a boundary. 

Changes in aquifer storage correspond to increases or decreases in the 

size of the flow domain, or movement of 8R. This is numerically equivalent to 

boundary flux, and storage is treated for convenience as a boundary condition. 

Storage boundaries may be confined (internal) storage boundaries or water 

table (external) boundaries. 

1.4.2 The Groundwater flow equation 

The governing equations of groundwater flow within a flow domain R are: 

( 1 ) V • q = 0 on R 

q=b on oR 

Where V • is the (3d) divergence operator. 

q = q(x,y,z,t) is the groundwater flow vector (LIT). 
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b = b(x,y,z,t) is the boundary flux (1/T). b is equal to the sum of all 

fluxes from external, internal boundaries and changes in storage. 

Equation ( 1) is only an expression of mass balance. It uses no other 

assumptions, observations or knowledge of flow in porous media. These 

physical details of aquifer flow are introduced later, during the formulation of 

discrete equations. The various methods for formulating discrete equations 

embody subtly different physical laws governing flow and have different 

relationships to observed data. The numerical methods discussed invoke two 

assumptions about flow: an expression for the aquifer flow vector, q, and an 

expression for the boundary flux, b. 

1.4.3 Assumption 1 

Where 

Assumption 1, the expression for the aquifer flow vector, is Darcy's law: 

q=KVh 

K = K(x,y,z,t) is the (3x3) hydraulic conductivity tensor 

V is the (3d) gradient operator 

h = h(x,y,z,t) is the hydraulic head 

The implementation of assumption 1 takes a slightly different form for 

each numerical method used. 

1.4.3 Assumption 2 

Assumption 2, the expression for the boundary flux, is the formulation of 

boundary flux as the summation of constant flux, head dependent flux and 

storage flux terms: 
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Where 

oh 
q=a+fJ(H-h)+rot 

a is the constant flux coefficient 

p is the head-dependent flux coefficient 

His an external reference head (q may depend on more than one 

reference head). 

y is the storage flux coefficient 

The implementation of assumption 2 takes a slightly different form for 

each numerical method used. The values of the coefficients may be computed 

in many different ways, according to the physical processes represented by the 

various supplementary packages. A few of the processes are stream interaction, 

pumping wells, confined storage changes and evapotranspiration. Coefficients 

may change with time, location and aquifer conditions. 

A special case arises when a head-dependent coefficient b is allowed to 

be infinite, forcing the cell/node to become a constant head (with value H). 

Constant heads are incorporated in the model below, during the formulation of 

the discrete equation. 

1.4.4 The Discrete Equation of Groundwater Flow 

The above equations are continuum expressions. For purposes of 

numerical simulation, the flow domain is divided into N cells or nodes, and the 

period of interest is divided into time steps. Implementation of assumptions 1 

and 2 yield a discrete matrix equation for each time step: 

Ah = c 

Where 
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N is the number of cells/nodes 

A is an NxN matrix. 

his theN-vector of hydraulic head values at each cell/node. 

c is an N-vector. 

The values of the entries of A and cat each time step are determined by 

aquifer parameters, hydraulic head at the previous time step, and the numerical 

method (finite difference, finite element, etc.) used. 

If constant heads are present, the values of the heads are substituted in 

the matrix equation, and a smaller equation is formed: 

A'h' = c' 

Where 

m is the number of constant heads 

A' is an (N-m)x(N-m) matrix. 

h' is the (N-m)-vector of hydraulic head values 

c' is an (N-m)-vector. 

Once the matrix equation is completely formulated, a matrix solution 

algorithm is invoked to find h' from h' = (A't1 c' . 
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CHAPTER 2: MODXX/MODFLOW USERS 
MANUAL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

As in MOD FLOW, MODXX is comprised of a main program and a 

collection of semi-independent modules called packages. Each package 

handles tasks included in a groundwater flow simulation, such as formulating a 

matrix equation, adding particular types of boundary conditions, solving a matrix 

equation, managing output. The following chapter gives general instructions for 

running simulations, including descriptions and input instructions for the current 

list of available packages. Instructions for MODXX, and for a recent version of 

MOD FLOW, are given in parallel. Descriptions of MOD FLOW packages are 

given in summary form, and the reader may refer to the MODFLOW 

documentation for full detail. 
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2.2 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

2.2.1 The master input file 

When either MODFLOW.EXE or MODXX.EXE is run, the program 

first reads the console for the name of the master input file. This file contains a 

list of unit numbers and file names to be opened for the current simulation. 

Files needed include 
the BAS input file (unit 1 ), 
the main output file (unit 2), 
all input file units specified in the IUNIT array, 
all output units specified in the Output Control file and 
all node-by-node output files listed in packages used. 

The list must include the names and unit numbers of all input and output files for 

all packages to be invoked during the current simulation, except for the master 

file itself (unit 99). Besides providing instructions to the program, the master 

input file serves to define the simulation and is a useful file for record keeping. 

MASTER FILE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

RECORD1 : read once for each file to be opened during simulation. 
variable: KUNIT FNAME UNFC 
format: 15 A20 A1 

RECORD1 is read repeatedly until an end-of-file is reached. 

Explanation of variables : 

KUNIT : Unit number of file to be opened. 

FNAME : Name of file to be opened. 

UNFC : Format flag. 
If UNFC = 'U' or 'u', the file is opened as unformatted. 
Otherwise the file is opened as formatted. 
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2.2.2 MODFLOW 

The current list of packages available follows. Where 

documentation is omitted, refer to the MODFLOW and MOD FLOW 

supplementary documents. 

core packages 
the basic package, BAS 
the utilities package, UTL 

output control packages 
the output control package, OC 
Link with MT3D: solute transport model (MT3D) interface, LKMT. 

main flow packages 
Block centered flow package, BCF 

supplementary packages 
Well package, WEL 
Drain package, DRN 
General head boundary package, GHB 
River package, RIV 
Evapotranspiration package, EVT 
River2: advanced river package, RV2 (documentation omitted) 
Stream: advanced river package, STR 
RIVINT: advanced river package, RNT (documentation omitted) 
Recharge package, RCH 
lnterbed storage and aquifer compaction package, IBS (documentation 

omitted) 
Constant head package, CHD 
Lake package, LAK2 

solver packages 
Strongly implicit procedure package, SIP (documentation omitted) 
Slice-successive overrelaxation package, SOR (documentation omitted) 
Preconditioned conjugate gradient package, PCG (documentation 

omitted) 
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2.2.3 MODXX 

The current list of packages available follows. Where 

documentation is omitted, refer to the MOD FLOW supplementary documents. 

core packages 
the basic package, BAS 
the utilities package, UTL 

output control packages 
the output control package, OC 

main flow packages 
Block centered flow package, BCF 
Node centered flow package, NCF 

supplementary packages 
Well package, WEL 
Drain package, DRN 
General head boundary package, GHB 
River package, RIV 
Evapotranspiration package, EVT 
River2: advanced river package, RV2 (documentation omitted) 
Stream: advanced river package, STR 
Recharge package, RCH 
Constant head package, CH D 
Wellbore package, WBO 
Lake package, LAK2 

solver packages 
The ITPACK2C matrix solving software, SOL 
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2.3 THE BASIC PACKAGE, BAS 

The basic package, BAS, is implemented for MODFLOW and for MODXX. 

The basic package performs the central tasks of reading the grid dimensions, 

reading the number of stress periods and the packages to be employed for the 

simulation, locating the input data, and allocating computer memory space for 

model arrays. It reads data specifying the initial and boundary conditions and 

reads and directs the specified time increments of the model. 

The MODXX version of BAS has been modified to allow for optional 

rewetting of dry cells/nodes. If the rewet option (IREWET, input record 9) is 

specified for the current stress period, each cell/node that has "gone dry" is 

reactivated at the beginning of each time step, with head set at the bottom 

elevation of the cell/node. The cell/node will either remain active or "go dry" 

again. Input instructions for the MOD FLOW basic package are slightly different 

from those for the MODXX basic package. 

2.3.1 input instructions (MODXX) 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: BASDF 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. and 2. Header and title for simulation (2 lines). 

variable: 
format: 

HEADNG(32) 
20A4 

3. Grid dimension, number of stress periods, time unit flag, additional nodes. 

variable: NLAY NROW NCOL NPER ITMUNI NNADD NAADD 
format: 811 0 
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4. Flags for individual main flow, supplementary, solver and output control 
packages. 

variable: 
format: 

IUNIT(24) 
2413 

( BCF WEL DRN RIV EVT STR GHB RCH TCF RIV2 SOL OC CHD) 

Module: BASAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

5. Array storage option flag, and flag for saving starting heads. 

variable: 
format: 

lAP ART 
110 

ISTRT 
110 

Module: BASRP 
Read once for each simulation. 

6. Boundary array. Read for each layer. 

variable: 
format: 

IBOUND (NCOL,NROW) 
U2DINT 

7. Head assigned to inactive cells/nodes. 

variable: 
format: 

HNOFLO 
F10.0 

8. Starting head. Read for each layer. 

variable: 
format: 

SHEAD (NCOL,NROW) 
U2DREL 

Module: BAS/NT 
Read once for each stress period. 

9. Length of stress period, number of time steps, time step length multiplier, 
rewet flag . 

variable: 
format: 

PERLEN NSTP TSMUL T IREWET 
F10.0 110 F10.0 110 
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EXPLANATION OF INPUT RECORDS 

1. and 2. HEADNG : Title of simulation. 

3. NLAY: Number of model layers. 
NROW : Number of model rows. 
NCOL : Number of model columns. 
NPER : Number of stress periods in simulation. 
ITMUNI : Time unit of model data (does not affect calculations) . 

0 - undefined 3 - hours 
1 - seconds 4 - days 
2 - minutes 5 - years 

NNADD: Maximum number of nodes to be added to flow equation. 
NAADD: Maximum number of matrix entries to be added to flow equation. 

4. I UNIT : Table of input units for major flow options. Not all elements of the 
24 element array are currently used. If IUNIT(n)>O, then option n is invoked, 
with input read from unit IUNIT(n). All unit numbers from 3 to 98, excluding 6, 
are allowed. 

IUNIT LOCATION PACKAGE 
1 : BCF block-centered flow package (main flow package) 
2: WEL well package 
3 : DRN drain package 
4: RIV river package 
5 : EVT evapotranspiration package 
6 : STR stream package (advanced river package) 
7: GHB general head boundaries package 
8: RCH recharge package 
9: NCF node-centered flow package (main flow package) 
10: RIV2 river package 2 (advanced river package) 
11 : SOL ITPACK 2C solution package, double precision 
12 : OC output control package 
13: CHD constant head package 
14: WBO wellbore package 
15: LAK2 lake package 

5. IAPART : Currently read but not used. 
ISTRT : Flag for saving starting heads, needed to calculate drawdowns. 
If ISTRT is nonzero, starting heads are saved in array STRT. 
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6. IBOUND: Boundary array. 
If IBOUND(J,I,K) is 

> 0 : node J, I, K is active (variable head). 
= 0 : node J, I, K is inactive (no flow). 
< 0: node J,I,K has a constant head. 

7. HNOFLO : Head value to be assigned to all inactive nodes. 
HNOFLO is also used as a drawdown value at inactive nodes. 

8. SHEAD : Starting head for simulation. 

9. PERLEN : Stress period length. 
NSTP : Number of time steps in stress period. 
TSMUL T : Multiplier for time step length. 
Time step length is multiplied by TSMUL Teach time step. If TSMUL T is 

not equal to 1, the length of the first time step is given by 

DEL T(1) = PERLEN(1-TSMUL T)/(1-TSMUL T**NSTP). 

IREWET: Rewet flag. If nonzero, rewetting is enabled and all dry cells 
are reactivated at the beginning of each time step. 
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2.3.1 input instructions (MODFLOW) 

Input instructions for the MODFLOW version of BAS differ from the above 
MODXX instructions as follows: 

INPUT RECORDS 

9. Length of stress period, number of time steps, time step length multiplier. 
variable: PERLEN NSTP TSMUL T 
format: F1 0.0 110 F1 0.0 

(The rewet flag, IREWET, is not read). 

EXPLANATION OF INPUT RECORDS: 

4. I UNIT : Table of input units for major flow options. Not all elements of the 
24 element array are currently used. If IUNIT(n)>O, then option n is invoked, 
with input read from unit IUNIT(n). All unit numbers from 3 to 98, excluding 6, 
are allowed. 

IUNIT LOCATION PACKAGE 

1: BCF 
2: WEL 
3: DRN 
4: RIV 
5: EVT 
6: RIV2 
7: GHB 
8: RCH 
9: SIP 
10: PCG 
11 : SOR 
12: oc 
14: STR 
15: RNT 
16: IBS 
17: CHD 
22: LKMT 

block-centered flow package (main flow package) 
well package 
drain package 
river package 
evapotranspiration package 
river package 2 (advanced river package) 
general head boundaries package 
recharge package 
strongly implicit procedure (solver package) 
preconditioned conjugate gradient (solver package) 
slice-successive overrelaxation (solver package) 
output control package 
stream package (advanced river package) 
RIVINT (advanced river package) 
i nterbed storage package 
constant head package 
MT3D interface (output control package) 
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2.4 THE OUTPUT CONTROL PACKAGE, OC 

The OC package presents output format options to the user. The 

MOD FLOW and MODXX version of the package has been altered from the 

original MODFLOW package. The modified OC allows the specification of a 

number of cells/nodes as observed head locations: For each time step the user 

may specify a list of cells/nodes whose hydraulic head will be printed to the file 

number JHEDUN. This OC also allows output of the volumetric budget to its 

own file, as well as to the main output file. 

To work correctly with the modified package, input files created for the 

original OC must be modified. To convert an older file, insert input record 1, with 

a value of zero, at the beginning of the file. 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: OCtAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Maximum number of individual head values (observed heads) to be 
printed to unit JHEDUN in any one time step. 

variable: 
format: 

MXHEADS 
110 

Module: BASRP 
Read once for each simulation. 

2. Print formats for head and drawdown, unit numbers for head, drawdown, 
observed heads and volumetric budget. 

variable: 
format: 

IHEDFM IDDNFM IHEDUN IDDNUN JHEDUN IBUD 
6110 
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Module: BASOC 
Read once for each time step. 

3. Flag for layer-by-layer head and drawdown output requests, flags for 
head/drawdown, volumetric budget and cell-by-cell or node-by-node flow 
components, number of observed heads for this time step. 

variable: 
format: 

INCODE IHDDFL IBUDFL ICBCFL NHEADS 
5110 

4. Layer, row and column of observed heads. Read NHEADS times when 
NHEADS is greater than zero. 

variable: 
format: 

LAYER ROW COLUMN 
110 110 110 

5. Layer-by-layer output specifications for head and drawdown. Read zero, 
one or NLAY times, depending on the value of INCODE. 

variable: 
format: 

HDPR DDPR HDSV DDSV 
110 110 110 110 

EXPLANATION OF INPUT RECORDS 

1. MXHEADS: Maximum number of individual head values, or observed 
heads, to be written to unit JHEDUN in any one time step. 

2. IHEDFM : Format code for printing heads. 
IDDNFM : Format code for printing drawdowns. 

Format codes have the same meaning for head and drawdown. A 
positive entry indicates wrap format, a negative entry strip format. The absolute 
value of IDDNFM specifies the printout format as follows: 

0- 10G11.4 7- 20F5.0 
1-11G10.3 8-20F5.1 
2 - 9G13.6 9 - 20F5.2 
3 -15F7.1 10- 20F5.3 
4- 15F7.2 11 - 20F5.4 
5-15F7.3 12-10G11.4 
6 -15F7.4 

IHEDUN : Unit number to which heads are written, if they are saved. 
IDDNUN : Unit number to which drawdowns are written, if they are saved. 
JHEDUN : Unit number to which observed head values are to be written. 
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IBUD : Unit number to which volumetric budget is to be written when flag 
IBUDFL is set. A value of zero indicates the budget is written to the main output 
file. 

3. INCODE : Head/drawdown output code. Determines the number of 
times input record 5 is read. 

< 0: layer-by-layer specifications from last time step are used. 
Input record 5 is not read. 

= 0: all layers are treated the same way. Input record 5 is read 
once. 

> 0 : Input record 5 is read for each layer. 

IHDDFL : Head/drawdown output flag. If IHDDFL is nonzero, heads 
and drawdowns will be printed or saved according to the flags for each layer 
specified in input record 5. 

IBUDFL : Budget print flag. If IBUDFL is nonzero, overall volumetric 
budget is printed. Exception: The budget is always printed at the end of a 
stress period. 

ICBCFL : node-by-node flow-term flag. If ICBCFL is nonzero, node-by
node flow terms are printed or saved according to flags set in the individual 
packages. 

NHEADS : Number of individual head values to be written to unit 
JHEDUN for current time step. If NHEADS<O, the list of individual heads from 
the previous time step is reused. 

4. LAYER, ROW, COLUMN : Layer, row, and column of individual head to 
be written to unit JHEDUN. (Read NHEADS times, when NHEADS>O). 

5. HDPR : Flag for head printing. Head is printed if HDPR is nonzero. 
DDPR : Flag for drawdown printing. Drawdown is printed if DDPR is 

nonzero. 
HDSV : Flag for head saving to disk. Head is saved if HDSV is nonzero. 
DDSV : Flag for drawdown saving to disk. Drawdown is saved if DDSV is 

nonzero. 
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2.5 ARRAY READING UTILITY MODULES 

Input instructions throughout MODXX refer to the input formats 

U2DREL , U1 DREL , and U2DINT. These "formats" are utility package array 

reading subroutines. The utility modules have been improved over the original 

MODFLOW routines, following adaptations used in software distributed by 

Papadopulos & Associates, inc. Documentation is presented in incomplete form. 

The reader may refer to the Papadopulos & Associates documentation for 

PATH3D or for MT3D. 

INPUT RECORDS 

For the real array readers ( U2DREL, U1 DREL) 
1. Array control record 

variable: LOCAT CNSTNT FMTIN IPRN 
format: 110 F1 0.0 5A4 110 

For the integer array readers ( U2DINT) 
1. Array control record 

variable: 
format: 

LOCAT 
110 

ICONST 
F10.0 

FMTIN 
5A4 

IPRN 
110 

More input may follow the array control record, depending on the value of 
LOCAT. 

EXPLANATION OF INPUT RECORDS 

1. LOCAT : Data location and format style. 

if LOCAT<O, the array is read unformatted from unit -LOCAT. 

if LOCAT=O, the array is set to the constant CNSTNT/ICONST. 

if LOCAT>O, but LOCAT does not take the values 1 00, 1 01 , 1 02 or 1 03, 
the array is read formatted using format FMTIN from unit LOCAT. 
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if LOCAT=1 00, the array is read formatted using format FMTIN from the 
current file (The file from which the array control record was read). 

if LOCAT=1 01, the array is read from the current file using a block format 
(further documentation needed). 

if LOCAT=1 02, the array is read from the current file using a zonal format 
(further documentation needed). 

if LOCAT=1 03, the array is read from the current file using a list-directed 
or free format. 

CNSTNT/ICONST : constant. 
if LOCAT=O, each element of the array is set to the constant 
CNSTNT/ICONST. 
if LOCAT is not zero, each element of the array is multiplied by the 
constant CNSTNT/ICONST. 

FMTIN : Input format, enclosed in parenthesis. Used when LOCAT>O. 

IPRN: Printout flag and format. Used when LOCAT is not zero. 
If IPRN<O, the array is not printed. 
Otherwise, the array is printed in the main output file, using a format 
determined by the value of IPRN: 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

U1/2DREL 
10G11.4 
11G10.3 
9G13.6 
15F7.1 
15F7.2 
15F7.3 
15F7.4 
20F5.0 
20F5.1 
20F5.2 
20F5.3 
20F5.4 
10G11.4 

U2DINT 
10111 
6011 
4012 
3013 
2514 
2015 
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2.6 THE BLOCK CENTERED FLOW PACKAGE, BCF 

The BCF main flow package has been implemented for MODFLOW and 

MODXX. BCF uses a finite difference solution to the groundwater flow equation. 

The MODXX BCF differs from the MODFLOW BCF in allowing an implicit, 

explicit or mixed formulation of the flow equation, and in allowing rewetting of dry 

cells. Type of matrix formulation is specified in the solver input file. The 

rewetting option is enabled in the basic package input file. 

Instructions for formulating 20 radially symmetric problems, not present in 

the MOD FLOW documentation, are given. This type of formulation is 

particularly useful for solving well hydraulics problems. 
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2.6.1 Formulating Radial Flow Problems Using BCF 

The BCF package can be employed to solve radial flow problems, useful 

for well hydraulics solutions. Grids with one row can be used to formulate radial 

flow, with appropriate transformation of input parameters. 

Simulations are constructed as follows: 
Specify a grid with one row (NROW=1 ). 
Set row width to one (DY=1 ). 
Set column widths, DX(n), nE{1 ... NCOL} as desired. 
Column 1 represents a circle of radius DX(1 ). 
Column n, nE{2 ... NCOL} represents an annulus of width DX(n), spanning 

radius r = R-DX(n)/2 to radius r = R+DX(n)/2, where 

1 n-1 

R=-DX(n)+ LDX(m) 
2 m= l 

To formulate radial flow problems, transform input parameters as follows: 

1. Correct values for hyraulic conductivity or transmissivity (T, HY) for each 
column by multiplying them by the perimeter of a circle of radius R. The correct 
input value is 2xRT, where T is the aquifer transmissivity or hydraulic 
conductivity. 

2. Correct values for storage coefficient, specific yield and vertical 
conductance (Sf1, Sf2, Vcont) by multiplying them by the area of the annulus. 

The area of an annulus is 

1t[(R+DX/2)2 - (R-DX/2)2] = 27tRDX. 

Since the BCF package performs multiplication by OX for these input 

parameters, the correct input parameter is 2xRS, where Sis storage coefficient, 

specific yield or vertical conductance. The same formula applies to 

evapotranspiration or areal recharge rates. 
In summary, to obtain correct formulation of radial flow, multiply all aquifer 

parameters by 2xR. 
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2.6.2 Input Instructions 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: BCFAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. steady-state flag, cell-by-cell output flag. 

2. 

variable: ISS IBCFCB 
format: 110 110 

layer type. 
variable: 
format: 

LAYCON(NLAY) 
4012 

Module: BCFRP 
Read once for each simulation. 

3. Horizontal (x/y) anisotropy ratio. 
variable: TRPY(NLAY) 
format: U1 DREL 

4. column width. 

5. 

variable: 
format: 

row height. 
variable: 
format: 

DX (NCOL) 
U1DREL 

DY (NROW) 
U1DREL 

Module: BCFRP 
Read once for each layer. 

6. Primary storage coefficient. read if ISS equal to zero. 
variable: Sf1 (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

7. Transmissivity. read if LAYCON (for this layer) is zero or two. 
variable: Tran (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 
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8. Hydraulic conductivity. Read if LAYCON (for this layer) is one or three. 
variable: HY (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

9. Bottom of layer. Read if LAYCON (for this layer) is one or three. 
variable: BOT (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

10. Vertical conductance. Read if this is not the last layer. 
variable: Vcont (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

11. Secondary storage coefficient. Read if ISS equal to zero, and LAYCON 
(for this layer) is two or three. 

variable: Sf2 (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

12. Top of layer. Read if LAYCON (for this layer) is two or three. 
variable: TOP (NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. ISS : steady-state flag. if ISS=O, simulation is transient. 
if ISS not zero, simulation is steady-state. 

IBCFCB : node-by-node budget flag. node-by-node terms are output 
when IBCFCB is not zero 

2. LAYCON: layer type specification. dimension (NLAY). 

If LA YCON =0 : Confined layer. 
1. Transmissivity, Tran, and 
2. confined storage, Sf1, are read. 

If LAYCON =1 : Unconfined layer. 
Valid for layer one (top layer) only. 

1. Hydraulic conductivity, HY, and 
2. unconfined storage, Sf1, are read. 
3. Layer bottom, BOT, is also read. 

If LAYCON =2 : Confined/unconfined layer. 
near constant thickness. 

1. Transmissivity, Tran, 
2. Sf1 (confined storage coefficient) and 
3. Sf2 (specific yield), are read. 
4. Layer top, TOP is also read. 

Vertical leakage from above is limited if the aquifer desaturates. 

If LAYCON =3 : Confined/unconfined layer. 
variable thickness. 

1. Hydraulic conductivity, HY, 
2. Sf1 (confined storage coefficient) and 
3. Sf2 (unconfined), are read. 
4. Layer top, TOP, and 
5. bottom, BOT, are also read. 

Vertical leakage from above is limited if the aquifer desaturates. 

3. TRPY: y to x anisotropy factor for each layer. Dimension (NLAY). 

4. DX : X-direction cell width. Dimension (NCOL). 
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5. DY: Y-direction cell width. Dimension (NROW). 

6. Sf1 : Confined storage coefficient (LAYCON = 0, 2, or 3), or unconfined 
storage coefficient (LAYCON=1 ). Dimension (NCOL,NROW) for each layer. 
Read when ISS=O. 

7. Tran : X-transmissivity. Dimension (NCOL,NROW) for each layer. Read 
for layer K when LAYCON(K) equals 0 or 2. Y-transmissivity is computed as the 
product of Tran and I SOT. 

8. HY: Hydraulic conductivity. Dimension (NCOL,NROW) for each layer. 
Read for layer K when LAYCON(K) equals 1 or 3. 

9. BOT: Bottom of layer. Read when LAYCON equals 1 or 3. Dimension 
(NCOL,NROW) for each layer. 

10. Vcont: Vertical conductance. Dimension (NCOL,NROW). read for all 
layers except the last. 

11. Sf2 : Unconfined storage coefficient (specific yield). Dimension 
(NCOL,NROW) for each unconfined layer. Read for layer K when ISS=O and 
LAYCON(K) equals 2 or 3. 

12. TOP: Top of layer. Read when LAYCON equals 2 or 3. Dimension 
(NCOL,NROW) for each layer. 
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2. 7 THE NODE CENTERED FLOW PACKAGE 

The NCF main flow package has been implemented for MODXX. NCF 

uses a finite difference solution for vertical flow, like the BCF package, but 

employs a 2d Galerkin finite element solution for horizontal flow, solving for 

hydraulic head at nodes, rather than within cells. This allows the use of a non

rectangular grid to represent the geometry of a system. A sample NCF grid is 

shown below. 

Input format for NCF is designed to be similar to BCF. Many of the same 

aquifer parameters are used. Input is read by layer. Both confined and 

confined/unconfined layer types are available. Aquifer parameters are entered 

in a series of 2d arrays, using the array reading utility modules. 

As with the MODXX version of BCF, the flow equation may take explicit, 

fully implicit or partly implicit forms as specified in the solver input file, and layers 

may become dry and later rewet as specified in the basic package input file. 

Input for NCF is read on IUNIT(9) in the basic package input file. NCF 

and BCF may not both be used in the same simulation. 
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column 

8 

sample NCF grid 

2. 7.1 Grid Specification 

A plan view of a sample NCF grid is shown above. NCF divides the flow 

domain into layers, just as BCF, but discretizes each layer using nodes. NCF 

nodes are ordered by column, row and layer, just as BCF cells are. Where BCF 

inputs x andy cell widths using 1 d arrays, NCF inputs x andy node coordinates 

using 2d arrays. There are NCOL columns, NROW rows, NLAY layers, and 

NCOL x NROW x NLAY nodes. 

nodes: X andy coordinates are specified for each horizontal nodal 
location (J,I), with column JE{1 ... NCOL} and row IE{1 ... NROW}. 

Layer top and bottom elevations are specified for each node (J,I,K), with 
column J, row I, and layer KE{1 ... NLAY}. 

elements: The NCOL x NROW x NLAY nodes 
form (NCOL-1) x (NROW-1) x NLAY elements. 
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For each J<NCOL, each I<NROW and each ~NLAY, the nodes {J,I,K), 
{J,I+1 ,K), (J+1 ,I,K) and (J+1 ,1+1 ,K) form the element {J,I,K): 

node (J,I + 1 ,K) 
-~~----~~node (J+1,1+1,K) 

node (J,I,K) 

node (J + 1 ,I,K) 

Aquifer parameters are specified for each element {J,I,K). 

triangles: For purposes of numerical solution, the element (J,I,K) is divided 
into two triangular elements. The triangles are formed by the nodes {J,I,K), 
(J+1 ,I,K) and (J+1 ,1+1 ,K), and by the nodes {J,I,K), {J,I+1 ,K) and (J+1 ,1+1 ,K): 

node (J,I + 1 ,K) 

node (J,I,K) 

To Specify the other possible triangulation of element {J,I,K), reverse the 
orientation of the y axis when specifying nodal coordinates: 
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node (J,I,K) 
-~~~--~-rnode (J +1,1,K) 

triangle 2 

triangle 1 

node(J,I +1 ,K) ~ 
node (J +1,1 +1 ,K) 

2. 7.2 Specifications Of Input Parameters 

An important point to note about NCF is that some input parameters are 

entered by node, and others by element. X and y coordinates and top and 

bottom elevations of layers have the nodal dimensions, (NCOL,NROW,NLAY). 

Aquifer parameters have the elemental dimensions, (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1 ,NLAY). 

PARAMETERS FROM BCF: 
Several NCF aquifer parameters are exactly the same as parameters in 

BCF, and are not described in detail. These parameters are 
1. vertical conductance 
2. storage coefficient 
3. specific yield. 

TRANSMISSIVITY/CONDUCTIVITY: 
Transmissivity and horizontal hydraulic conductivity are specified 

differently from BCF. Where BCF specifies one transmissivity or hydraulic 
conductivity in the x direction for each cell, and a single horizontal anisotropy 
ratio for each layer, NCF allows the user to specify transmissivity/hydraulic 
conductivity for each layer in one of three ways: 

1. a single isotropic transmissivity or hydraulic conductivity, T, at each 
node, 

2. separate values of transmissivity or hydraulic conductivity for the x 
direction, TX, and the y direction, TY, at each node or 

3. separate values of primary and secondary transmissivity or 
hydraulic conductivity and a value of the angle made with the principal axis by 
the x-axis. These values are 
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T1 primary transmissivity/hydraulic conductivity 
T2 secondary transmissivity/hydraulic conductivity 
TH angle made by x-axis with the axis of T1 

The 2x2 transmissivity/hydraulic conductivity tensor is computed as 
follows: 

[TI *cos2 (TH)+ T2 *sin 2 (TH)] [(Tl- T2) *sin(TH) *cos(TH)] 
= 

[(Tl- T2) * sin(TH) *cos(TH)] [TI * sin 2 (TH) + T2 * cos2 (TH)] 

2. 7.3 Governing Equation 

The hybrid finite difference/finite element formulation employs a vertical 

integration of the groundwater flow equation to allow a finite difference 

expression of vertical flow with a two-dimensional finite element representation 

of horizontal flow. 

GROUNDWATER FLOW EQUATION: 

The governing equations of groundwater flow for a flow domain R with 

boundary aR are written as 

V•q= 0 onR 
q=b on oR 

where 
V • is the (3-dimensional) divergence operator. 
q = q(x,y,z,t) is the (x,y,z) groundwater flow vector. 
b = b(x,y,z,t) is the groundwater source/sink magnitude, including 

constant flux, head dependent flux and storage flux components. 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION: 
For each n E(1 ,2, ... ,NLAY), the top of layer n is defined by the function 

z2n(x,y). The bottom of layer n is defined by the function z1 n(x,y). 

The groundwater flow equation is integrated vertically over layer n: 
z2n 

f (V • q)dz = 0 

By Leibnitz' rule, 
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z~ z~ J (V • q)dz = V • J qdz + [q(zl) • Vzln- q(z2) • Vz2n]. 

The above expression can be written using 2-dimensional calculus: 
z211 

V • J qdz = [qz(zln)-q(zln)• Vzln] - [qz(z2n)-q(z2n)• Vz2n], 
zl 11 

Where V • is the (2-dimensional) divergence operator, 
q is the horizontal (x,y) groundwater flow vector and 
qz is the vertical (z) groundwater flow component 

The vertically integrated equation of groundwater flow is 
z2 11 

V• fqdz 

horizontal flow vertical flow (top) vertical flow (bottom) 

2.7.4 Numerical Formulation 

The vertically integrated equation is two-dimensional, allowing a standard 

Galerkin finite element discretization of horizontal flow. A finite element 

integration is performed for each triangular sub-element of each layer. Vertical 

flow is approximated by a finite difference expression. 

LOCAL NUMBERING: 
For each triangle, number the three nodal vertices from one to three. 

SHAPE FUNCTIONS: 
For each node (J,I,K), a linear shape function, ~(J,I,K), is defined. Within 

each triangle, number the shape functions of the three surrounding nodes ~n, nE 
{1 ,2,3}. The shape functions are constructed with the following properties: 

inside a triangle, 
1. ~n =1 at node n. 
2. ~n =0 at node m;t:n 

3 

3, L ~n(X) = 
n=l 

GALERKIN ORTHOGONALIZATION: 
For each node n, the following integral is computed: 
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z2, L {V• fqdz + [qz(z2n)-q(z2n)•Vz2n] - [qz(zln)-q(zln)•Vzln] }~ndA = 0 
zl, 

(equation 1) 
Where 

R is the flow domain 
dA is the 2-dimensional area element. 

Note that 

JR { V • 'f qdz + [q,(z2.)- q(z2.) • Vz2.] - [q,(zl.)- q(zl.)• Vzl.] }4nd4 
zl, 

= { 

z2, 

Ltriangles iriangle V • f qdz + [qz (z2n)- q(z2n) • Vz2n] - [qz (zln)- q(zln) • Vzln 
zl, 

VERTICAL FLOW: 
The vertical flow terms in equation 1 are approximated using finite 

difference expressions: 

JR { [q,(z2.)- q(z2.) • Vz2.] hn"' = V2[JR 4'nd4][h(J,I,K -1)- h(J,J,K) 

for K>1, and 

JR { [q,(zl.)- q(zl.) • Vz1.] }4nd4 = Vl[JR 4'nd4][h(J,J,K)- h(J,I,K + 1) 

for K<NLAY, where 
J, I and K are the column, row and layer indices (global numbering) of 

node n. 
V1 is the vertical conductance between layers K and K+1 
V2 is the aquifer vertical conductance between layers K and K-1 (see 

documentation for the BCF main flow package) 
h(J,I,K) is the (vertically averaged) hydraulic head at node (J,I,K). 

HORIZONTAL FLOW: 
The horizontal flow term within each triangle is approximated in a series 

of steps. 

1. Green's first identity: Apply the divergence theorem and product rule 
to the horizontal flow term in equation 1 to get 
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z2n z2n z2n 

JR V•[fqdz};nd4= fm{[fqdz};n}•dN- JR[fqdz]•V;nd4 

(equation 2) 

Where 
8R is the boundary of R 
dN is the outward unit normal to the R 

2. Darcy's Law: The horizontal flow vector q is approximated using the 
Dupuit equation, 

where 

z2 

J qdz = 1Vh 
zl 

T is the (2x2) transmissivity tensor. 
h=h(x) is the hydraulic head. 

3. transmissivity: For confined layers, Tis constructed from user-input aquifer 
parameters. For confined/unconfined layers, T= KDZ, 

where 
K is the (2x2) hydraulic conductivity tensor, constructed from user

input aquifer parameters. 
DZ is the saturated thickness 

4. hydraulic head interpolation: 
linear interpolation 

The function h(x) is approximated by the 

n= l 

where hn is the (vertically averaged) hydraulic head at node n. The hydraulic 
gradient is 

3 

Vh(x) = Lhn V ;n (X) 

n=l 

5. saturated thickness interpolation: The function DZ(x) is approximated by 
the linear interpolation 

3 

DZ(x) = L;ncx)l)Zn, 
n= l 

where DZn is the saturated thickness at node n, computed from 
DZn=min(hn,Z2n)-Z1 n, 
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where 
Z2n is the layer top at node n 
Z1 n is the layer bottom at node n 

final formulation of horizontal flow: The horizontal flow term is now 
approximated using the formulations given above: 

z2n 

JR[ f qdz ]•V ;nd4 = - JR[1Vh]•V ;nd4 Darcy's Law 

3 

= - JR [TL hp V ;p (X)] •V ;nd4 hydraulic head interpolation 

p=l 

and for confined/unconfined layers, 
3 3 

= - fR [KLL ;m cxiJZmhp V ;pcx)]•V ;nd4 saturated thickness interpolation 

p=l m=l 

The above expressions are evaluated, and the horizontal flow term for 
each shape function of each triangle takes the form 

JJv• 'fqdz }q.dA= L:.,Anmhm 

where 
Anm = - JRIV;mcx)•V;nd4 for confined layers, and 

3 

Anm = - JR[L;PcxiJZP]KV;mcx)•V;nd4 for confined/unconfined layers. 
p=l 

Since the function DZ may depend on hydraulic head, the horizontal flow 
coefficients may be nonlinear. 

SOURCE/SINK FLOW: 

The source/sink flow term in equation 2 is approximated using a lumped 

mass expression: 

{

Z
2

n } oh(J I K) 
JR J bdz ;ndA = c +ah(J,l,K)+s ~t' , 

zln 

where 

cis the constant flux magnitude, determined by boundary conditions 

imposed by auxiliary flow packages. 

a is the head-dependent flux coefficient, also determined by auxiliary flow 

packages (see documentation for individual packages). 
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s is the storage flux coefficient, s=S JR ~ndA, where S is either the storage 

coefficient or the specific yield of the aquifer. 

For confined/unconfined layers, the value of S may change with aquifer 

hydraulic head. The values of a and c may also be non-constant, depending on 

which supplementary packages are used. 

ASSEMBLY OF MATRIX EQUATION 

The integrals for each shape function for the vertical flow, source/sink and 

horizontal flow terms yield a series of relationships between nodes. These 

relationships are assembled into one large matrix equation. 

global index: Nodes are indexed globally using the following 
formula: For the node represented by column J, row I and layer K, the global 
index 

n = (K-1) x NROW x NCOL + (1-1) x NCOL + J . 

Thus nE{1 ... NODES}, where NODES= NCOL x NROW x NLAY. 

matrix equation: Using the global index, the horizontal flow coefficients for 
each triangle and each shape function may be added and assembled into a 
matrix for each layer. The global index is again used to assemble the horizontal 
flow terms for each layer and the vertical flow terms between layers into a single 
matrix. Global indexing of the source/sink terms produces vectors for the 
constant flux, head-dependent flux and storage flux. The matrix equation takes 
the form 

where 

oh 
Ah+ah+c+S-=0 ot 

A is the NODES x NODES matrix of vertical and horizontal flow 
coefficients. 

h is the NODES vector of nodal hydraulic heads. 
a is the NODES x NODES diagonal matrix formed from the vector of 

head-dependent flux coefficients. 
cis the NODES vector of constant flux magnitudes. 
S is the NODES x NODES diagonal matrix formed from the vector of 

storage flux coefficients. 

oh is the NODES vector of the rate of change of nodal hydraulic heads. ot 
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As mentioned above, A, a , c and S may be nonlinear, or functions of the 
hydraulic head vector, h. 

TIME DISCRETIZATION: 
Final formulation of a discrete equation is accomplished in three steps. 

1. For transient problems, the time derivative oh is written as ot 

where 

o h hnew - hold 
= ot ~t 

hnew is the head at the end of the time step 
hold is the head at the beginning of the time step 
~tis the length of the time step. 

oh ( - = 0 for steady-state problems) ot 

2. The hydraulic head vector his approximated by 

h = B hnew + (1- B) hold , 
where 8E[0, 1] is the expliciUimplicit parameter. If 8=1, solution is implicit. 

If 8=0, solution is explicit. If 0<8<1, solution is of mixed form. 

3. The matrices A, a and S are evaluated at head h. 

final formulation: Using the above approximations, the groundwater flow 
equation becomes 

or 

hnew -hold 
A + a]( B hnew + {1- B} hold) + c + S = 0 , 

~t 

[M]hnew = -[N]hold - c , 
where 

[M] = 8[A+a] + Sf ~t 
[N] = (1-8)[A+a] - S/~t . 

Writing RHS = -c - [N] hold, the flow equation takes its final form: 

[M] hnew = RHS. 

SOLUTION: 
The matrix equation is solved iteratively by the Picard method in the 

following steps: 
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0. As an initial estimate, hnew is set equal to hold. 

1. The matrix equation, [M] hnew = RHS, is formulated as above. 

2. The matrix M is inverted by a solver package, yielding a new estimate for 
hnew: 

hnew=M-1 RHS 

3. Using the new estimate of hnew, another iteration begins with step 1, 
where [M] and RHS are recalculated and another matrix equation is formed. 
When successive iterations produce hnew vectors that are sufficiently close to 
each other, according to user-specified criteria, convergence is achieved. 
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2. 7.5 Input Instructions 

Input for NCF is read on IUNIT(9) in the basic package input file. NCF 
and BCF may not both be used in the same simulation. 

NCFAL 
1: 

variable: 
format: 

ISS 
110 

IBCFCB steady-state and output flags 
110 

~: read for each layer. 
variable: LAYCON(6) 
format: 611 0 

~: 
variable: 
format: 

~: 
variable: 
format: 

.§: always read. 
variable: 
format: 

NCFRP 

X (NCOL,NROW) 
U2DREL 

Y (NCOL,NROW) 
U2DREL 

for each layer: 

Z1 (NCOL,NROW) 
U2DREL 

x-coordinates of nodes 

y-coordinates of nodes 

layer top 

§: read if NZ12 (for this layer) not equal to zero, or if this is the last layer. 
variable: Z2 (NCOL, NROW) layer bottom 
format: U2DREL 

z: read if ISS equal to zero. 
variable: 51 (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) storage coefficient 
format: U2DREL 

~: read if ISS equal to zero, and NCON (for this layer) not equal to zero. 
variable: 52 (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) specific yield 
format: U2DREL 

~: always read. primary transmissivity/hydraulic conductivity 
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variable: 
format: 

TX (NCOL-1,NROW-1) 
U2DREL 

10: read if I SOT (for this layer) not equal to zero. 
variable: TV (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) 
format: U2DREL 

secondary T /K 

,ll: read if I SOT (for this layer) equal to two. angle of orientation 
variable: TH (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) 
format: U2DREL 

12: read if this is not the last layer. vertical conductance 
variable: VZ (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) 
format: U2DREL 
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Explanation of variables: 

ISS : steady-state flag. if ISS=O, simulation is transient. 
if ISS not zero, simulation is steady-state. 

IBCFCB : node-by-node budget flag and unit number. Node-by-node 
terms are output on unit IBCFCB when IBCFCB is greater than 
zero. 

LAYCON: layer type specifications. dimension (6,NLAY). 
presently only LAYCON(1 ),LAYCON(4) and LAYCON(5) are 
used to specify each layer. 

LAYCON(1 ): (=NCON) 
If NCON =0 : Confined layer. 

TX and TY are transmissivities. 
One storage coefficient, S 1, is read. 

If NCON =1 : Confined/Unconfined layer. 
TX and TY are hydraulic conductivities. 
Two storage coefficients, S 1 and S2, are read. 

LAYCON(4): (=ISOT) 
If ISOT =0 : Isotropic layer. 

TX is the only horizontal transmissive property read. 
If ISOT =1 : Anisotropic layer, 
aligned with coordinate system. 

TX and TY are read. 
If ISOT =2 : Anisotropic layer, 
not aligned with coordinate system. 

TX and TY and the angle of anisotropy, TH, are read. 

LAYCON(5): (=NZ12) 
If NZ12 =0 : Only the layer top, Z1, is read. 
If NZ12 =1 : The layer top, Z1, and bottom, Z2, are read. 

X: X-coordinates of nodes. Dimension (NCOL,NROW), 

Y: Y-coordinates of nodes. Dimension (NCOL,NROW), 

Z1 : Layer top elevation. Dimension (NCOL, NROW) for each layer. 

Z2 : Layer bottom elevation. dimension (NCOL, NROW). 
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Read for layer K when LAYCON(S,K) nonzero. 
If LAYCON(S, K) is zero, layer bottom is taken to be the top 

(Z1) of the layer beneath. 

S 1 : Confined storage coefficient. 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) for each layer. 
Read when ISS=O. 

82: Unconfined storage coefficient (specific yield). 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) for each unconfined layer. 
Read for layer K when ISS=O and LAYCON(1 ,K) nonzero. 

TX: First principle transmissivity for confined layers, 
first principle hydraulic conductivity for unconfined layers. 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) for each layer. 

TY : Second principle transmissivity for confined layers, 
second principle hydraulic conductivity for unconfined layers. 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) for each layer. 
Read for layer K when LAYCON(4,K) nonzero. 

TH : Angle made by the TX and TY axes with the x and y axes. 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1) for each layer. 
Read for layer K when LAYCON( 4, K) equal to two. 

VZ : Vertical conductance. 
Dimension (NCOL-1 ,NROW-1 ). 
read for all layers except the last. 
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2.8 THE WELL PACKAGE, WEL 

The well package, designed to simulate the localized withdrawal or 

injection of water from an aquifer, has been implemented for MOD FLOW and 

MODXX. WEL is unchanged from the original MODFLOW package. Wells are 

located by layer, row and column. Used with BCF, the well locations refer to 

cells. With NCF, the locations refer to nodes. Each well cell/node is assigned a 

constant pumping or injection rate. The well location is known as a constant flow 

or Neumann boundary: 

Q) 

""C 
0 
c --
Q)_ 

U.:t:: 

Flow From a WEL cell/node 
(constant flow boundary) 

+---------a (injection)-------

~ M 0~------------------------------------ca< 
Q)....J 
~-ca 
'- ,__ ________ 0 (extraction)------

hydraulic head in cell/node (L) 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR WELL PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: WELAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Maximum number of well cells/nodes, output control option 

variable: 
format: 

MXWELL IWELCB 
110 110 

Module: WELRP 
Read for each stress period. 

2. Well indicator flag and number of wells for current stress period. 

variable: ITMP 
format: 110 

3. Location and flow rate of each well cell/node. 
Read ITMP times (once for each well), when ITMP>O. 
Not read when ITMP~O. 

variable: 
format: 

LAYER ROW COLUMN 
110 110 110 

Q 
F10.0 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. MXWELL : Maximum number of wells in any stress period. 

IWELCB : flag and unit number for node-by-node WEL output. 
If IWELCB>O, well flows are saved unformatted on unit number 

IWELCB whenever the flag ICBCFL from the OC package is nonzero. 
If IWELCB<O, well flows are printed to the main output file. In the 

future they will be printed to unit number -IWELCB. 
If IWELCB=O, well flows are not printed or saved. 

2. ITMP : If ITMP~O, ITMP is the number of wells used in the current stress 
period. 

If ITMP<O, the well list from the previous stress period is reused. 

3. LAYER : Layer of well cell/node. 

ROW : Row of well cell/node. 

COLUMN : Column of well cell/node. 

Q : Pumping rate of well. 
Q > 0 indicates injection, Q < 0 indicates extraction. 
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2.9 THE GENERAL HEAD BOUNDARY, GHB 

The general head boundary package has been implemented for 

MODFLOW and MODXX. GHB is unchanged from the original MODFLOW 

package. Wells are located by layer, row and column. Used with BCF, the well 

locations refer to cells. With NCF, the locations refer to nodes. Each GHB 

cell/node is assigned a constant pumping or injection rate. The GHB location is 

known as a head-dependent flow boundary, also called a mixed boundary 

(combining a Dirichlet, or specified head, boundary with a Neumann, or specified 

flow, boundary). 

Q) 
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Flow From a GHB cell/node 
(head-dependent flow boundary) 

ghb 
eleva,tion 

Q = C *(elevation-head) 

~ 
hydraulic head in cell/node (L) 
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Input Instructions for GHB package 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: GHBAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Maximum number of general head boundary cells/nodes, output control 
option 

variable: 
format: 

MXGHB IGHBCB 
110 110 

Module: GHBRP 
Read for each stress period. 

2. General head boundary indicator flag and number of general head 
boundarys for current stress period. 

variable: ITMP 
format: 110 

3. Location, elevation, conductance and maximum flow rate (optional) of 
each general head boundary cell/node. 

Read ITMP times (once for each general head boundary), when ITMP>O. · 
Not read when ITMP~O. 

variable: 
format: 

LAYER ROW COLUMN 
110 110 110 

HEAD COND 
(3F1 0.0) 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. MXGHB : Maximum number of general head boundarys in any stress 
period. 

IGHBCB: flag and unit number for node-by-node GHB output. 
If IGHBCB>O, general head boundary flows are saved unformatted 

on unit number IGHBCB whenever the flag ICBCFL from the OC package is 
nonzero. 

If IGHBCB<O, general head boundary flows are printed to the main 
output file. In the future they will be printed to unit number -IGHBCB. 

If IGHBCB=O, general head boundary flows are not printed or 
saved. 

2. ITMP: If ITMP:2:0, ITMP is the number of general head boundarys used in 
the current stress period. 

If ITMP<O, the general head boundary list from the previous stress 
period is reused. 

3. LAYER : Layer of general head boundary cell/node. 

ROW : Row of general head boundary cell/node. 

COLUMN : Column of general head boundary cell/node. 

HEAD: Elevation of general head boundary. 

COND: Conductance of general head boundary. 
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2.10 THE DRAIN PACKAGE, DRN 

The drain package has been implemented for MODFLOW and MODXX. 

An optional drain formulation has been added to the original MODFLOW 

package, and is discussed below. Drains are located by layer, row and column. 

Used with BCF, the drain locations refer to cells. With NCF, the locations refer 

to nodes. Each drain cell/node is assigned an elevation and a conductance. A 

drain cell/node combines constant flow and head-dependent flow. 

Original formulation: When hydraulic head in the drain cell/node is 

above the drain elevation, a head-dependent flow rate is computed as the 

product of conductance and the difference between hydraulic head and drain 

elevation. When hydraulic head in the cell/node is below the drain elevation, a 

constant flow rate of zero is assigned. 

Optional formulation: The optional formulation limits the flow rate from 

the drain cell/node to a user-specified maximum flow rate. When the calculated 

head-dependent flow rate exceeds the maximum rate, the flow rate is set equal 

to the maximum rate. 

Q) 
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Flow From a DRN cell/node 
(combination boundary) 

Drain 
Elevation 

Maximum Flow Rate 

hydraulic head in cell/node (L) 

---original formulation 

- • optional formulation 

Q = C *(head-elevation) 
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Input Instructions for DRN package 

INPUT RECORDS 
Module: DRNAL 

Read once for each simulation. 

1. Maximum number of drain cells/nodes, output control option 

variable: 
format: 

MXDRN IDRNCB 
110 110 

Module: DRNRP 
Read for each stress period. 

2. Drain indicator flag and number of drains for current stress period. 

variable: ITMP 
format: 110 

3. Location, elevation, conductance and maximum flow rate (optional) of 
each drain cell/node. 

Read ITMP times (once for each drain), when ITMP>O. 
Not read when ITMP~O. 

variable: 
format: 

LAYER ROW COLUMN 
110 110 110 

HEAD COND RATE 
(3F1 0.0) 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. MXDRN : Maximum number of drains in any stress period. 

IDRNCB: flag and unit number for node-by-node DRN output. 
If IDRNCB>O, drain flows are saved unformatted on unit number 

IDRNCB whenever the flag ICBCFL from the OC package is nonzero. 
If IDRNCB<O, drain flows are printed to the main output file. In the 

future they will be printed to unit number -IDRNCB. 
If IDRNCB=O, drain flows are not printed or saved. 

2. ITMP : If ITMP~O, ITMP is the number of drains used in the current stress 
period. 

If ITMP<O, the drain list from the previous stress period is reused. 

3. LAYER : Layer of drain cell/node. 

ROW : Row of drain cell/node. 

COLUMN : Column of drain cell/node. 

HEAD : Elevation of drain. 

COND : Conductance of drain. 

RATE: Maximum flow rate of drain (optional formulation). If RATE is not 
specified, or RA TE~O, the original formulation is used. 
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2.11 THE RIVER PACKAGE, RIV 

The river package has been implemented for MODFLOW and MODXX. 

RIV is unchanged from the original MODFLOW package. Rivers are located by 

layer, row and column. Used with BCF, the river locations refer to cells. With 

NCF, the locations refer to nodes. Each river cell/node is assigned a river stage, 

a riverbed conductance and riverbed bottom elevation. A river cell/node 

combines constant flow and head-dependent flow. 

When hydraulic head in the river cell/node is above the riverbed bottom 

elevation, the river is said to be in hydraulic communication with the aquifer. A 

head-dependent flow rate is computed as the product of conductance and the 

difference between river stage and hydraulic head in the cell/node. 

When hydraulic head in the cell/node is below the riverbed bottom 

elevation, a constant flow rate is computed as the product of river conductance 

and the difference between river stage and riverbed bottom elevation. 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR RIV PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: RIVAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Maximum number of river cells/nodes, output control option 

variable: 
format: 

MXRIV IRIVCB 
110 110 

Module: RIVRP 
Read for each stress period. 

2. River indicator flag and number of river cell/nodes for current stress 
period. 

variable: ITMP 
format: 110 

3. Location, stage, conductance and bottom elevation of each river 
cell/node. 

Read ITMP times (once for each river cell/node), when ITMP>O. 
Not read when ITMP~O. 

variable: 
format: 

LAYER ROW COLUMN 
110 110 110 

STAGE COND RBOT 
(3F1 0.0) 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. MXRIV : Maximum number of river cells/nodes in any stress period. 

IRIVCB : flag and unit number for node-by-node RIV output. 
If IRIVCB>O, river flows are saved unformatted on unit number 

IRIVCB whenever the flag ICBCFL from the OC package is nonzero. 
If IRIVCB<O, river flows are printed to the main output file. In the 

future they will be printed to unit number -IRIVCB. 
If IRIVCB=O, river flows are not printed or saved. 

2. ITMP: If ITMP~O, ITMP is the number of rivers used in the current stress 
period. 

If ITMP<O, the river list from the previous stress period is reused. 

3. LAYER : Layer of river cell/node. 

ROW : Row of river cell/node. 

COLUMN : Column of river cell/node. 

STAGE: Stage of river. 

COND : Conductance of riverbed. 

RBOT: Bottom elevation of riverbed. 
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2.12 THE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION PACKAGE, EVT 

The evapotranspiration package has been implemented for MODFLOW 

and MODXX. EVT is unchanged from the original MODFLOW package. EVT 

input is read in 2d arrays. Input data consists of a maximum evapotranspiration 

rate (L/t), an evapotranspiration surface elevation (L), an extinction depth (L) 

and an optional integer array indicating the layer in which evapotranspiration is 

to be applied. An evapotranspiration cell/node combines constant flow and 

head-dependent flow. 

Used with BCF, the flow rate from EVT cells is proportional to the 

horizontal surface area of the cell. Used with NCF, the flow rate from EVT cells 

is proportional to the "nodal area," defined to be the integral over the flow 

domain of the node's shape function. The maximum flow rate at an EVT 

cell/node is computed by multiplying the max EVT rate by the cell/node area. 

When hydraulic head in the cell/node is below the extinction depth, a 

constant flow of zero is assigned to the cell/node. When hydraulic head is 

above the EVT surface, a constant rate equal to the maximum flow rate is 

assigned. When hydraulic head is between the EVT surface and the extinction 

depth, a head-dependent flow rate is calculated. 

0 

Flow From an EVT cell/node 
(combination boundary) 

evt 

evt 
extinction 

depth 
su~face 
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max evt rate ---------- .,,...._ __________ ~ 

hydraulic head in cell/node (L) 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVT PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: EVTAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Option for specifying EVT layers, output control option. 

variable: 
format: 

NEVTOP IEVTCB 
110 110 

Module: EVTRP 
Read once for each stress period. 

2. Flags for reading EVT arrays: EVT surface elevation, max EVT rate, 
extinction depth, layer specification array. 

variable: INSURF INEVTR INEXDP INIEVT 
format: 110 110 110 110 

3. EVT surface elevation. Read if INSURF greater than or equal to 0. 
variable: SURF(NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

4. Maximum EVT rate. Read if INEVTR greater than or equal to 0. 
variable: EVTR(NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

5. Extinction depth. Read if INEXDP greater than or equal to 0. 
variable: EXDP(NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

6. Layer indicator array. Read if NEVTOP=2 and INIEVT greater than or equal 
to 0. 

variable: 
format: 

IEVT(NCOL,NROW) 
U2DINT 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. NEVTOP : ET option. 
1 - ET is calculated for the top layer. 
2 - the user specifies the ET layer at each horizontal location using 

array IEVT. 

IEVTCB : flag and unit number for node-by-node EVT output. 
When IEVTCB>O, node-by-node terms are recorded on unit IEVTCB. 

2. INSURF : ET surface (SURF) read flag. If INSURF greater than or equal 
to 0, SURF is read. Otherwise, SURF from the previous stress period is used. 

INEVTR : Maximum ET rate (EVTR) read flag. If INEVTR is greater than 
or equal to 0, EVTR is read. Otherwise, EVTR from the previous stress period is 
used. 

INEXDP : Extinction depth (EXDP) read flag. If INEXDP is greater than or 
equal to 0, EXDP is read. Otherwise, EXDP from the previous stress period is 
used. 

INIEVT: Layer indicator (IEVT) read flag. If NEVTOP=2 and INIEVT 
greater than or equal to 0, IEVT is read. Otherwise (if NEVTOP=2), IEVT from 
the previous stress period is used. 

3. SURF : ET surface elevation. 

4. EVTR : Maximum ET rate. 

5. EXDP: Extinction depth. 

6. IEVT : Layer indicator array. Used if NEVTOP=2. At each horizontal 
location, IEVT indicates the layer from which ET is taken. 
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2.13 THE AREAL RECHARGE PACKAGE, RCH 

The recharge package has been implemented for MODFLOW and 

MODXX. RCH is unchanged from the original MODFLOW package. Recharge 

rate (L/t) is read in 2d arrays. A recharge cell/node is a Neumann boundary, 

assigned a constant recharge rate. 

Used with BCF, the flow rate from RCH cells is proportional to the 

horizontal surface area of the cell. Used with NCF, the flow rate from RCH cells 

is proportional to the "nodal area," defined to be the integral over the flow 

domain of the node's shape function. The flow rate at an RCH cell/node is 

computed by multiplying the recharge rate by the cell/node area. 

Flow from a RCH cell/node 
(constant flow boundary) 

Q) 

"'C g recharge rate __________ _ 

-Ci3_ 
()~ 

~~ O'r-----------------------------------------~ 
Q)....J 
+-' -
~ 

hydraulic head in cell/node (L) 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR RCH PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: RCHAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. Option for specifying RCH layers, output control option. 

variable: 
format: 

NRCHOP IRCHCB 
110 110 

Module: RCHRP 
Read once for each stress period. 

2. Flags for reading RCH arrays: RCH rate, layer specification array. 
variable: INRECH INIRCH 
format: 110 110 

3. Recharge rate. Read if INRECH is greater than or equal to 0. 
variable: RECH(NCOL,NROW) 
format: U2DREL 

4. Layer indicator array. Read if NRCHOP=2 and INIRCH is greater than or 
equal to 0. 

variable: 
format: 

IRCH(NCOL, NROW) 
U2DINT 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

1. NRCHOP: RCH option. 
1 - recharge is specified for the top layer. 
2 - the user specifies the recharge layer at each horizontal location 

using array IRCH. 
3 - recharge is applied to the top-most active layer. If the top-most 

active layer at a given horizontal location is a constant head cell/node, recharge 
is not applied to that location. 

IRCHCB : flag and unit number for node-by-node RCH output. 
When IRCHCB>O, node-by-node terms are recorded on unit IRCHCB. 

2. INRECH : recharge rate (RECH) read flag. If INRECH is greater than or 
equal to 0, RECH is read. Otherwise, RECH from the previous stress period is 
used. 

INIRCH : Layer indicator (IRCH) read flag. If NRCHOP=2 and INIRCH is 
greater than or equal to 0, IRCH is read. Otherwise (if NRCHOP=2), IRCH from 
the previous stress period is used. 

3. RECH : recharge rate (L/t). 

4. IRCH : Layer indicator array. Used if NRCHOP=2. At each horizontal 
location, IRCH indicates the layer to which recharge is applied. 
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2.14 THE STREAM PACKAGE, STR 

The stream package (Prudic, 1989) consists of a crude surface water 

modeling program coupled with the main flow model. STR is implemented for 

MOD FLOW and for MODXX, unchanged from the original. When used with 

BCF, STR adds stream boundary conditions to cells. STR adds stream 

boundary conditions to nodes, in a lumped mass scheme, when used with NCF. 

The MODXX version of STR should be considered to be provisional. The 

lake package (LAK2) interface is not yet installed. An upcoming version of STR 

will allow the insertion of stream nodes directly into the matrix equation for 

groundwater flow. Use of node addition with STR and with LAK2 is expected to 

facilitate simulation of coupled groundwater/surface water systems. 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR STR PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: STRAL 
Read once for each simulation. 

1. variable: 

2. 

MXSTRM NSS NTRIB NDIV ICALC CONST ISTCB1 ISTCB2 
format: 

110 

variable: 
format: 

110 110 110 110 F10.0 

Module: STRRP 
Read once for each stress period. 

ITMP IRDFLG IPTFLG 
110 110 110 

110 10 

3. Read ITMP times (once for each stream reach), when ITMP>O. 

variable: Layer Row Col Seg Reach Flow Stage Cond Sbot Stop 
format: 15 15 15 15 15 5F15.0 

Records are read in order by segment, then reach. 
Segments and reaches are assumed to be ordered from upstream to 
downstream. 

4. Read ITMP times (once for each stream reach), when ICALC>O. 

variable: 
format: 

Width Slope Rough 
F1 0.0 F1 0.0 F1 0.0 

Records are read in order by segment, then reach. 

5. Read once for each stream segment when NTRIB>O. 

variable: 
format: 

ltrib( 1) ltrib(2) 
15 15 

Records are read in order of segment. 

ltrib(NTRIB) 
15 
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6. Read once for each stream segment when NDIV>O. 
variable: lupseg 
format: 110 

Records are read in order of segment. 

Explanation of variables : 

MXSTRM : Maximum number of stream reaches in any stress period. 

NSS : Maximum number of stream segments in any stress period. 

NTRIB : Maximum number of tributary segments in any stress period. Currently 
not allowed to exceed ten. 

NDIV : A flag, which when positive, specifies that diversions from segments are 
to be simulated. 

ICALC : A flag, which when positive, specifies that stream stages are to be 
calculated. 

CONST : Dimensioning constant, used when ICALC>O. 
Use CONST=1 for flow units of cubic meters per second. 
Use CONST=1.486 for flow units of cubic feet per second 
Multiply CONST by 86,400 if days are used (f3/day , m3/day). 

ISTCB1 : flag and unit number for node-by-node STR output. 
When ISTCB1 >0, reach-by-reach stream/aquifer flux is recorded on 
unit ISTCB1 whenever ICBCFL is set (see OC package instructions). 
When ISTCB1 <0, reach-by-reach stream/aquifer flux is printed in the 
main output file. 

ISTCB2 : flag and unit number for node-by-node STR output. 
When ISTCB2>0, reach-by-reach streamflow is recorded on unit 
IRIVCB whenever ICBCFL is set (see OC package instructions). 
Otherwise, reach-by-reach streamflow is printed in the main output file. 

ITMP : Number of stream reaches in current stress period. 
If ITMP<O, the STR list from the previous stress period is reused. 
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IRDFLG : flag for printing, in the main output file, of STR input data for stress 
period. 

When IRDFLG=O, input data are printed. 

IPTFLG : flag for printing, in the main output file, of STR results for stress 
period. 
When IPTFLG=O, results are printed. 

Layer : Layer of stream reach. 

Row: Row of stream reach. 

Col : Column of stream reach. 

Seg : Segment number of stream reach. A segment is a group of reaches. 
Segments must be specified in order, from upstream to downstream. 

Reach : Reach number. Reaches within a segment are numbered from 
upstream to downstream. The upstream reach of each segment is numbered 1. 

Flow : streamflow (L 3ft) entering a segment. Read for reach 1 of each 
segment. 

Stage: Stage or head in stream (L). 

Cond : Streambed conductance (L 2ft). 

Sbot : Elevation of the bottom of the streambed (L). 

Stop : Elevation of the top of the streambed (L). 

Width : Width of the stream channel (L). Used when ICALC>O. 

Slope: Slope of the stream channel. Used when ICALC>O. 

Rough : Manning's roughness coefficient for the stream reach. Used when 
ICALC>O. 

ltrib(1) : For a segment that has tributary segments, the number of the first 
tributary segment. For a segment with no tributaries, ltrib(1) must be specified 
as zero. 

ltrib(k) : The number of the kth tributary segment. For a segment with fewer 
than k tributaries, ltrib(k) must be specified as zero. 
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lupseg : For a diversion segment, the number of the upstream segment from 
which water is diverted. For a segment that is not a diversion, lupseg must be 
specified as zero. 
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2.15 THE TIME-VARIANT SPECIFIED-HEAD PACKAGE, CHD 

CHD (Leake and Prudic, 1988) allows cells to be converted to constant 
heads. Heads may be specified for the beginning and end of the current stress 
period, and the module will compute a linearly interpolated head for each time 
step of the stress period. 

Input Instructions for CHD package 

INPUT RECORDS 
Module: CHDAL 

Read once for each simulation. 

1. Option for specifying CHD layers, output control option. 

2. 

3. 

variable: 
format: 

variable: 
format: 

variable: 
format: 

MXCHD 
110 

Module: CHDRP 
Read once for each stress period. 

ITMP 
110 

Start 
Layer Row Column Head 
110 110 110 110 

EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS: 

End 
Head 
110 

1. MXCHD : Maximum number of constant heads in any stress period. 

2. ITMP: If ITMP~O, ITMP is the number of constant heads in the current 
stress period. 

If ITMP<O, the constant head list from the previous stress period is 
reused. 

3. Layer, Row, Column of a constant head. Record 3 is read ITMP times 
when ITMP>O. 

Start Head: head at the beginning of the stress period. 
End Head: head at the end of the stress period. 
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2.16 MATRIX SOLVING PACKAGE, SOL 

MODXX currently uses the solver package SOL2, an implementation of 
the ITPACK2C matrix solving software distributed by the Center for Numerical 
Analysis in Austin, Texas. This double precision package is an array of seven 
matrix solvers with extensive output and analysis utilities. The package is 
intended for use with symmetric matrices. Solution methods available with SOL2 
are: 

JCG: Jacobi Conjugate Gradient 
JSI: Jacobi Semi-Iteration 
SOR: Successive Overrelaxation 
SSORCG: Symmetric SOR Conjugate Gradient 
SSORSI: Symmetric SOR Semi-Iteration 
RSCG: Reduced System Conjugate Gradient 
RSSI: Reduced System Semi-Iteration 

Information regarding SOL2 is contained in the solver input instructions 
and in The ITPACK2C Users Guide. This package is far more sophisticated 
than the MODFLOW solvers, and default settings are provided for most solver 
parameters. So far, the full power of the package is largely unused and 
untested. 
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INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR SOL PACKAGE 

INPUT RECORDS 

Module: SOLRP 
Read once for each simulation. 

required parameters: 

1: 

2: 

3: 

variable: 
format: 

variable: 
format: 

variable: 
format: 

THETA KSOL MXITER CONVG 
F10.0 110 110 F10.0 

ZETA ITMAX LEVEL NOUT 
F10.0 110 110 110 

KOPI KOPR 
110 110 

optional parameters: 

4: read when KOPI greater than zero. 

variable: IRESET IADAPT ICASE NB IREMOVE ITIME IDGTS 
format: 711 0 

5: read when KOPR greater than zero. 

variable: CME SME FF OMEGA SPECR BETAS TOL 
format: 7F1 0.0 
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EXPLANATIONS OF INPUT RECORDS 

required parameters: 

1. THETA : expliciUimplicit parameter, taking values between zero and one. 
If THETA=1, solution is fully implicit, if THETA=O solution is explicit. 

KSOL: solution method chosen. 
value of KSOL solution method 

1 JCG 
2 JSI 
3 SOR 
4 SSORCG 
5 SSORSI 
6 RSCG 
7 RSSI 

MXITER : maximum number of outer (Picard) iterations 

CONVG : maximum head change between (outer) iterations for 
convergence. 

2. ZETA: inner (solver) convergence criteria. See SOL 1 documentation. 

ITMAX: maximum number of inner (solver) iterations allowed. 

LEVEL: control level of output to unit NOUT. Each higher value of 
LEVEL provides additional information. 

<0: no output. 
0: fatal error messages only. 
1: warning messages and minimal output. 
2: reasonable summary (progress of algorithm). 
3: parameter values and informative comments. 
4: approximate solution after each iteration. 
5: full matrix and right hand side vector. 

NOUT: solver output unit number. 

3. KOPI: flag for optional integer parameters. If KOPI > 0, input record 4 is 
read. Otherwise, default values are used for all parameters in input record 4. 

KOPR: flag for optional real parameters. If KOPR > 0 , input record 5 is 
read. Otherwise, default values are used for all parameters in input record 5. 
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If KOPI is not set, input record 4 defaults to 
IRESET = 1 
IADAPT = 0 
ICASE = 1 
NB = -1 
!REMOVE = 0 
ITIME = 1 
IDGTS = 0 

If KOPR is not set, input record 5 defaults to 
CME = 0 
SME = 0 
FF = 0 
OMEGA = 1 
SPECR = 0 
BETAB = 0.25 
TOL = 1.11E-14 

optional parameters 

4. IRESET : communication switch. 
A value of 0 implies certain values of RPARM(*) will be overwritten to 

communicate parameters back to the user in file NOUT, when LEVEL is 
appropriately set. Otherwise only IPARM(1) and IPARM(8) will be reset. See 
SOL 1 documentation. 

IADAPT : adaptive switch. 
Determines whether certain parameters have been set by user or should 

be computed automatically in either a fully or partially adaptive sense. 
0: fixed iterative parameters used for SME, CME, OMEGA, 
SPECR, and BETAB (nonadaptive). 
1: fully adaptive procedures used for all parameters. 
2: (SSOR methods only) SPECR determined adaptively with 

CME, BETAB and OMEGA fixed. 
3: (SSOR methods only) BETAB fixed and all other parameters 

determined adaptively. 

ICASE: adaptive procedure case switch for JSI and SSOR methods. 
There are two strategies, called case I and case II, for doing the adaptive 

procedure. The choice of which case to select corresponds to knowledge of the 
eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix 8 and their estimates. The case switch 
determines how the estimates for SME and CME are recomputed adaptively. 
See SOL 1 documentation. 
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<> 2 case 1: fixed SME < MOFB (general case) 
= 2 case II: ( use when it is known that abs(MOFB) <= M(B) ) 

NB: red-black ordering switch. On output, if reindexing is done, NB is 
set to the order of the black subsystem. 

for RS methods, 
< 0: compute red-black indexing and permute system; 
>= 0: skep indexing - system already in red-black form; 

for other methods; 
< 0: skip indexing - system already in desired form; 
>= 0: compute red-black indexing and permute system. 

I REMOVE: switch for effectively removing rows and columns when the 
diagonal entry is extremely large compared to the nonzero off-diagonal entries in 
that row. See TOL below. 

0 = not done; otherwise, test done. 

ITIME : timing switch. This feature requires a system-dependent timing 
subroutine CPTIME. (This feature is currently disabled in MODXX) 

0 =time method, otherwise no timing. 

IDGTS : error analysis switch displaying an analysis of the accuracy of 
the final computed solution. See SOL 1 documentation (and output file NOUT). 

<0: skip error analysis 
0: compute DIGIT1 and DIGIT2 and store in RPARM(I), 

1=11, 12, respectively. 
1: print DIGIT1 and DIGIT2. 
2: print final approximate solution vector. 
3: print final approximate residual vector. 
4: print both solution and residual vectors. 

5. CME: estimate of largest eigenvalue of Jacobi matrix. 
Changes to new estimate if adaptive procedure is used. CME <= M(B). 

See documentation. 

SME : estimate of smallest eigenvalue of Jacobi matrix for JSI method. 
In case I, SME is fixed throughout at a value <= MOFB. 
In case II, SME is always set to -CME, with CME changing in the 
adaptive procedure (see ICASE above). 

FF : adaptive procedure damping factor. 
Values in the interval (0, 1) with 1 causing the most frequent parameter 

changes when the fully adaptive switch !ADAPT is used. 
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OMEGA : overrelaxation parameter for SOR and SSOR methods. 
If method is fully adaptive, OMEGA changes. 

SPECR : estimated spectral radius for SSOR matrix. 
If method is adaptive, SPECR changes. 

BETAB : estimate for the spectral radius of matrix LU, used in SSOR 
methods. BETAS may change depending on the adaptive switch IADAPT. The 
matrix L is the strictly lower triangular part of the Jacobi matrix and U the strictly 
upper triangular part. When the spectral radius of LU is less than or equal to 
1/4, the "SSOR condition" is satisfied for some 
problems provided one uses the natural ordering. See SOL 1 documentation. 

TOL : tolerance factor near machine relative precision, SRELPR. 
In each row, if all nonzero off-diagonal row entries are less than TOL times the 
value of the diagonal entry then this row and corresponding column are 
essentially removed from the system. This is done by setting all off-diagonal 
elements in the row and column to zero, replacing the diagonal element with 1, 
and adjusting the elements on the right hand side of 
the system so that the new system is equivalent to the original one. If the 
diagonal entry is the only nonzero element in a row and is not greater than the 
reciprocal of TOL, then no elimination occurs. See SOL 1 documentation. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

3.1 -- EXAMPLE 1: RADIAL THEIS SOLUTION 

Example 1 is a demonstration of the radial flow application, described in 

section 2.6.1, of the BCF package. A simple one dimensional model is used to 

simulate radial flow around a pumping well. Results are compared with the 

Theis solution. 

3.1.1 -- Model Grid 

A simple one dimensional confined grid, with one layer, one row and 50 

columns is used to represent radial flow around a pumping well. The linear 

representation of the grid is shown below. Column 1 is 1 ft wide. Each 

successive column increases in width geometrically, by a factor of 1.2. Thus 

column 2 is 1.2 ft wide, and column 3 is 1.4 ft wide. 

,..- ,..-

column 

1 
2 3 4 5 6 0 

10 

Radial Theis Solution 
linear representation of grid 

,..- ,,...,,...,,... ,,... ,,... ,,... ,,... ,,... 

2 3 p 0 

100 1000 

distance (feet) 

4 
0 

10000 

The linear grid is used to simulate radial flow as follows: 

.H. ,H. f-.H.~ 

5 
0 

H}{}(}{J 

100000 
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conceptual grid 

Column 1 represents a circle of radius 1 ft. Column 2 represents an 

annulus of width 1.2 ft, spanning radius 1 ft to radius 2.2 ft. Each successive 

column represents an annulus of width equal to the column width. 

aquifer parameters 

As discussed in section 2.2.1, the aquifer parameters transmissivity and 

storage must be transformed to convert the problem to a radial flow formulation. 

For each grid cell the transmissivity and storage are multiplied by 27tr, where r is 

the center radius of the annulus (1.6 ft for column 2, etc.) (0.5 ft for column 1 ). 

3.1.2 -- Model Results 

Radial Theis Solution 
radial representation of grid 

Drawdown and recovery curves for selected model cells are displayed, 

with Theis solution equivalents, on the following two figures: 
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100 

10 

0.1 

0.01 

r = 1.6 ft 

• 

Radial Application of BCF package 
Simulation of Theis Solution 

Draw down 

transmissivity = 0.1 ft"2/s 
pumping rate = 1 .0 ftA3/s 

storage = 0.0001 

• Numerical solution 

--Theis solution 

0.001 +---r---~~-----+------~--------r-------~-------r------~ 

0.01 0.1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 

time (seconds) 
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0 

4 

8 

12 

Radial Application of BCF package 
Simulation of Theis Solution 

Recovery 

transmissivity = 0.1 ftA2/s 
pumping rate = 1 .0 ftA3/s 

storage = 0.0001 

• Numerical solution 

--Theis solution 

r= 1. 

r=6. 

~~---- r=23 
r=65. 

16 +---------~---------+--------_,----------~--------+-------~ 

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000 

t/t' 
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3.1.3 -- Listing of input files. 

master input file 

1BAS.DAT 
20UT.OUT 
11 bCF.csv 
21SOL.DAT 
220C.DAT 
28Wei.DAT 
77ERR.OUT 
44bud.out 
45head.out u 
46hed.out 
55WEL.OUT 

Basic package (BAS) input file 

1 1 50 2 1 
11 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 21 22 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 
0 1 

9999. 
0 

86400. 
86400. 

29. 

100. 
200 
200 
1 

1.07 
1.07 

1.0 
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Block Centered Flow package (BCF) input file 

0 0, 
""'"' 

0 
0 1., ,-1 """ 

103 1.(*), ,-1,DR,,, 
1.0000E+OO, 1.2000E+OO, 1.4400E+OO, 1.7280E+00,2.0736E+00,2.4883E+00,2.9 
860E+00,3.5832E+00,4.2998E+00,5.1598E+OO 
6.1917E+OO, 7.4301 E+00,8.9161 E+OO, 1.0699E+01 I 1.2839E+01 I 1.5407E+01 I 1.8 
488E+01 ,2.2186E+01 ,2.6623E+01 ,3.1948E+01 
3.8338E+01 ,4.6005E+01 ,5.5206E+01 ,6.6247E+01 ,7.9497E+01,9.5396E+01 I 1.1 
448E+02, 1.3737E+02, 1.6484E+02, 1.9781 E+02 
2.3738E+02,2.8485E+02,3.4182E+02,4.1 019E+02,4.9222E+02,5.9067E+02, 7.0 
880E+02,8.5056E+02, 1.0207E+03, 1.2248E+03 
1.4698E+03, 1.7637E+03,2.1165E+03,2.5398E+03,3.0477E+03,3.6573E+03,4.3 
887E+03,5.2665E+03,6.3197E+03, 7.5837E+03 

0 1., ,-1,,, 
103 0.0001 (*), ,-1 ,confined storage 

3.1416E+OO, 1.0053E+01 I 1.8347E+01 ,2.8299E+01 ,4.0243E+01 ,5.4574E+01 ,7.1 
772E+01 ,9.2410E+01 I 1.1718E+02, 1.4689E+02 
1.8256E+02,2.2535E+02,2. 7670E+02,3.3833E+02,4.1227E+02,5.01 01 E+02,6.0 
750E+02, 7.3528E+02,8.8862E+02, 1.0726E+03 
1.2934E+03, 1.5584E+03, 1.8764E+03,2.2579E+03,2. 7158E~03,3.2652E+03,3.9 
246E +03,4. 7158E +03, 5. 6652E+03, 6. 8045E +03 
8.1717E+03,9.8123E+03, 1.1781 E+04, 1.4144E+04, 1.6979E+04,2.0381 E+04,2.4 
463E+04,2. 9362E +04, 3. 5241 E +04,4.2295E +04 
5.0760E+04,6.0919E+04, 7.31 09E+04,8. 7737E+04, 1.0529E+05, 1.2635E+05, 1.5 
163E+05, 1.8196E+05,2.1836E+05,2.6204E+05 

103 0.1 000(*), ,-1 ,hydraulic conduct 
3.1416E+OO, 1.0053E+01 I 1.8347E+01 ,2.8299E+01 ,4.0243E+01 ,5.4574E+01,7.1 
772E+01 I 9.241 OE+01 I 1.1718E+02, 1.4689E+02 
1.8256E+02,2.2535E+02,2. 7670E+02,3.3833E+02,4.1227E+02,5.01 01 E+02,6.0 
750E+02, 7.3528E+02,8.8862E+02, 1.0726E+03 
1.2934E+03, 1.5584E+03, 1.8764E+03,2.2579E+03,2.7158E+03,3.2652E+03,3.9 
246E+03,4. 7158E+03,5.6652E+03,6.8045E+03 
8.1717E+03,9.8123E+03, 1.1781 E+04, 1.4144E+04, 1.6979E+04,2.0381 E+04,2.4 
463E +04,2. 9362E +04, 3. 5241 E+04,4.2295E +04 
5.0760E+04,6.0919E+04,7.3109E+04,8.7737E+04, 1.0529E+05, 1.2635E+05, 1.5 
163E+05, 1.8196E+05,2.1836E+05,2.6204E+05 
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Well package (WEL) input file 

1 -55 
1 
1 1 1 -1. 
0 

Solver package (SOL) input file 

1.0 
1.11 D-12 

1 
1 

0. 

1 100 
100 

1 
0 1 

0. .5 

4.e-6 
0 77 

-1 0 
0.20 2. 

Output Control package (OC) input file 

10 
4 4 45 47 46 
0 1 1 1 5 
1 1 2 
1 1 05 
1 1 10 
1 1 15 
1 1 50 
0 0 0 0 
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